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1* In its resolution ШШоМ,
1

' the Fifth World Health Assembly decided 

to increase the Building Fund established by the Fourth World Health AssembOy 

by a sum of $129,330, thereby brtoging the amount to 翁362,975. At the same 

time, the Assembly authorized the Director-General: (a) to transfer the amount 

of 124,780 immediately to the Supplemental Building Fund, and (b) to withdraw 

from the Working Capital Fund &可 additional sums required, such withdrawals 

not to exceed the sum of #104,550, and to transfer these sums to the 

Supplemental Building Fund "to be used, subject to the approval of the 

Executive Board in each case, progressively as the contractors‘ claims are 

finally worked out and approved by the United Nations and by the World Health 

Organization". In the same resolution, the Assembly delegated to the 

Executive Board full powers to take all necessary decisions for the application 

of this resolution, and at the same time requested the Board to submit to the 

Sixth World Health Assembly a detailed report on the cost of the new building 

and on the measures taken in implementation of the above-mentioned resolution 

of the Fifth World Health Assembly。 

2 . At its tenth session, the Executive Board, in resolution E B 1 0 . K 2产 

decided to reconstitute the Building Committee set up at its fourth session 

and to delegate to it full powers to act on the Board's behalf^ in accordance 

•with the above-mentioned resolution of the Fifth World Health Assembly. 

1
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Эо The Building Committee has since met three times, i.e. from 3 to 5 July 

1952, from 20 to 22 September 1952 and from 8 to 10 January 1953 and 20 January 1953. 

It elected Dr. C. van den Berg as Chairman, and Mr, B. Toussaint (replacing 

Professor Parisotj, who was prevented from attending the meetings of the Committee) 

as Rapporteur, the third member being Professor G. A. Canaperia. The representatives 

of the United Nations European Office and of the Director-General of Ш0 also attended, 

the Committee meetings, together with the resident architect representing the chief 

architect. 

4. The Committee's task was to examines (a) the claims for payment for additional 

work carried out by certain contractors, on the orders of the architect but not 

covered either by the contract or by orders to proceed approved by the United Nations 

and ШО； (Ъ) other claims presented by certain contractors, either in respect of work 

carried out by them without the prior' authorization of the architect, or in respect 

of increases in the cost of materials. 

5. The Committee had first of all to ascertain whether all the additional items 

of work included in their accounts by the various contractors were necessary for the 

proper completion of the building and, consequently, whether WHO was liable for the 

cost of such work in the light of Article 2 of the "Arrangement concerning the 

preparation and execution of the works for the extension and transformation of the 

Filais des Nations»^ concluded on 31 March 1950 between the United Nations and the 
1 

World Health Organization, in Virtue of which the works were to be "designed and 

executed with due regard to the need for preserving the style of the existing Palais 

des Nations buildings and for employing, as far as possible, materials of the nature 

and quality already used"„ 

The detailed accounts presented by the various contractors have been examined by 

the Committee item by item^ with the assistance of the architect, who supplied the 

Committee with written explanations supplemented by oral statements. The members of 

the Committee have also visited the new buildings, on several occasions in order to 

see for themselves the principal additional works. 

"'"For the text of the Arrangement see Off. Rec. World Hit h Org. 29, 28 
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 Coomittee is not yet finished. Of eleven detailed 

accounts presented by contractors to the Committee at the beginning of its work, six 

have been definitely settled. In two cases, the final account approved by the 

Committee was not accepted by the firm in question and the Committee, after further 

examination, authorized the architect to submit new proposals to the said firms 

with a view to final settlement. At Its last session the Committee established 

the final figures in two other cases
s
 but these have still to be accepted by the 

contractors in question. 

In one case, a dispute arose between the United Nations and 而0, on the one hand, 

and the contractors for the main constructional work on the other, with regard to 

certain works carried out by the latter without following the procedure laid down 

in the specification. m a t was involved was, on the one hand, the increased tonnage 

of steel in the foundation raft of building K
1

, made necessary by a change in the 

plans after the signing of the contract, and, on the other hand, the increase in the 

thickness of possolana in the flooring of the same building allowed for in the plans 

forming part of the contract. However, the contractors made no reservations with 

respect to the said plans on signing, the contract. In addition, the dispute dealt 

with the question of the contractors : responsibility for delay in carrying out the 

work entrusted to then. The Conniittee was kept Informed of the progress of 

negotiations between the representatives of the United Nations and of 1Ш0, on the one 

hand, and of the contractors, on the other hand. During these negotiations the 

opinion of a legal expert not attached to either Secretariat was obtained, with the 

authorization of the Committee, The negotiations ended in a compromise, submitted 

for the approval of the Committee, whereby the firm renounced its claim for payment 

in respect of the increased cost of certain supplies, as well as the claim for 

payment of the cost of increasing the thickness of pozzolana in the flooring, and 

the United Nations renounced its claim in respect of the delay (a claim not put into 

figures) and declared•itself ready to pay the contractors for the increased tonnage 

of steel used in the-foundation raft= 

Having been given all necessary explanations in this connexion., -the -Committee 

approved this settlement of the dispute. 

Finally, there is the question of the settlement of the architect's contract. 



The architect receives 805? of the fees due to him under his contract as and when the 

contractors t accounts are liquidated, the remainder being payable only "when the 

architect has fulfilled all his obligations and provided that any dispute which 

may have arisen between the United Nations, on the one hand, and the contractors, on 

the other, through the fault of the architect, has been settled". 

8. The details of the Committee's transactions with regard to the various 

firms are given in the attached annex. 

9. The attention of the Committee was drawn to the unsatisfactory performance 

of the lifts which, since the installation of WHO in the Palais des Nations, have 

sho-vrn themselves distinctly inadequate to cope with present needs. Wien the estimate 

for the cost of enlarging the Palais was drami up, a certain sum was included for the 

modernization of some of these lifts, a sum, however, which subsequently had to be 

deleted for reasons of economy. The European Office of the United Nations, after 

having had a goods lift modernized, as far as available resources allowed, was in 

principle agreeable to modernizing others, but the competent United Nations bodies 

subsequently found themselves obliged to limit authorization in this connexion to 

the modernization of a single lift, and even that on condition that the ejcpenditure 

involved be covered by savings to be effected in the budget of the Office. However, 

according to information received from the Director of the Office, the 1953 budget 

has been c.onsiderably reduced and the expenditure envisaged will not be possible. 

Having itself ascertained the necessity of modernizing at least one lift serving 

the part of the building occupied by Ш0, the Committee proposes that, pending a 

time when the European Office of the United Nations will be provided with the means 

for modernizing the lifts most used in the Palais, namely those serving the Secretariat 

and the Assembly Building, WHO defray the cost of transforming one of the lifts 

situated in the section occupied by the Organization, the said cost, estimated at 

Sw. Fr. 13,500, being charged to the Building Account. 

10. The following table gives a general idea of the situation, with regard to 

the additional credits voted by the Fifth World Health Assemblyî 



Credit for additional works 

($104,550) - Sw. Fr. 452^701.50 

Payments approved to date by 
.the Committee Sw. Fr. 274,123.90 

Architect fs fees % ” “ 13，706.15 

Claims for payment under 
discussion “ ” 34,257.75 

Other commitments not yet 
liquidated (administrative and 
other costs 一 estimate) “ ” 3,000#00 

Modernization of a lift (estimate).. ” “ 13^500>00 33в^587>80 

Probable balance Sw. Fr. 114,113.70 

Credit of $24，780 Sw. Fr. 107,294.40 

This credit has so far been utilized 
as follows; 

(1) Increased labour charges Sw. Fr. 76,920.10 

(2) Base for new boiler ” “ 7,989.00 

(3) Umbrella stands ” “ 6,042.00 

(4) Zeiss-Ikon cylinders and 

installation of same и 1 , 5 9 4 嚇 0 〇 

Sw. Fr. 92,545*10 

Architect's fees, % “ ” 4,627,25 

Total amount spent or earmarked Sw. Fr. 97,172.35 

Available credit Sw. Fr. 10,121.75 



In view of the fact that the Committee task is not yet finished, the 

Executive Board "will no doubt wish to prolong its mandate and at the same time request 

the Committee to submit to the Sixth World Health. Assembly, on behalf of the Board, 

the report requested by the Fifth World Health Assembly. The following draft 

resolution is therefore submitted for the approval of the• Executive Board.： 

The Executive Board 

Taking cognizance of the Building Coramittee
!

s report 

!• APPROVES the proposal to have modernized at the expense of "WHO one of the 

lifts serving the section of the building occupied by the Organization, the 

said expense being charged to the Building Account； 

2. NOTES with satisfaction that, in accordance with the resolution of the 

Fifth Yiforld Health Assembly, it has been possible, by economies in the 

Organization
f

 s regular budget for 1952, to find the necessary amounts to 

finance the additional works and to meet the supplementary claims for payment； 

3» CONFIRMS the full powers conferred upon the Building Committee to act 

on behalf of the Board, in connexion with the final settlement of all questions 

relating to the extension of the Palais des Nations； and 

4. AUTHORIZES the Building Committee to submit to' the Sixth World Health 

Assembly, on behalf of . the Executive Board, the report requested by the Fifth 

World Health Assembly. 
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ANNEX 

DETAILS OF IRANSACTIONS WITH THE VARIOUS FIRMS 

1 . The contractors carrying out the main constructional work including the steel 

frameworkt 

The supplementary claim by "this firm amounts in all to Sw.Fr.218,286.95 

made up as followsl , 

(a) increase in cost of materials Fr. 7,071.90 

(b) increase in the tonnage of steel rod 

for the foundation raft " 30,366.00 

• (c) reinforcement of the pozzolana for the floors . . . " 22,597.50 

(d) increased labour costs " 12,780.45 

(e) additional items of work . " 145,471.10 

As far as (a), (b) and (c ) are concerned, in accordance with an agreement arrived 

at between the United Nations and the firm, and approved by the Building Committee, 

the firm has renounced its claims under (a) and (c), the United Nations having 

declared its readiness to pay the amount under (b) and to withdraw its counter-claim 

in respect of delay in the execution of the work. 

The additional works estimated by the firm at Sw.Fr.145,471.10 

included works carried out with the prior approval of the United Nations 

and of №H0 to the amount of ‘ • . . Sw.Fr. 19,739.35 

the difference of • • • • • . ‘ • Sw.Fr.125,731.75 

representing the additional items of work submitted for the approval of the Committee. 

Following the advice of the architect, the Committee refused payment for 

eertain works to the amount of i . . • . Sw.Fr. 3，344.55 

the said works being, in the opinion of the architect, obligatory under the terms of 

the contract and, therefore, allowed for in the contract price. 
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The other additional items of work' to the "amtíunt of • J • • . . 9w.Fr. 122,387.30 

were approved by the Commit tee
 5
 the necessity for them being recognized, and the 

Commitiee authorized payment ‘of tiiis amourit/.. The Conmittee
:

 also* apprised .the claim 
:.、.！ .. ‘ ''i；' 

of the firm with regard to increased labour costs, to the amount of Sw.Fr. 12,780.45 

•as being justifiable 'urider the contract. 

The total recognized as due to the firm is therefore as follows! 

increase in the tonnage of steel rod for the raft . . . . . . Sw.Pr. 30,366.00 

increase in labour costs • . . . . . . . . ... .. . 、 ... . « “ “ 12,780.45 

additional items ̂ of work « . :、： . . ..,. . .. .、..：.•：.丨..、..[.»r 

• ‘ • • , , , . . . • r • .To *t>3i!L � . ‘ . . . • 

t i i t 142,126.55 

This amount has been covered as follows: 
‘\ • • -. . •’ • . . ; . . .... 
entered against the credit of $24,780 voted 1эу the 
• Fifth- Yíorld Health Assembly •-. . . . . 

eniered against the credit-of $233,645 voted by：the ： 
Fourth World Health Assembly ....、，，." . . . 

J... . . • - •• • ‘ • - . - ‘ ‘ • . . . . . , . . . . . : ‘ 

entered against the
 !î

pro rata", account (to which all 
firms are obliged to contribute to cover certain 
• costs incurred on the site) . • • • • •‘ • . 

.y •‘ • • • • • • • • • . ’.. ， _..,. 

payable by other,, firms .，.. • ； .，. .. . . .
r
,' 

cov.ered
ti
 in accordance with the decision of the 

"•"FiTtii World Health Assembly, by transfer to the' 
“-Building Fund- from the Working Capital F u n d . . . . , 

. . . ' • ‘ ' • Total 

Sw.Fr. 185,273.00 

Sw.Fj?., 12,7?0.45 

" ' 1 9 , 7 3 9 . 3 5 

,•
 ：

 ‘. ‘ :、•.:.. ‘ X г-

..•‘ ‘ ••“: "1 .: 

““ 10,250.90 

“ “ 1,921.00 

140,581.30 

Sw.Fr. 185，273.0。 

2 . Sanitary installaticns 

The firm responsible for this work presented 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

increase in labour costs 

increase in cost of materials 

� 

small additional items of works 
(lead plates in lavatories) 

extra charge for difficulty of 
execution of certain work 

supplementary claims as follows : 

Sw.Fr. 14,852.70 

Sw.Fr. 1,594.95 

Sw.Fr. 2,625.00 

Sw.Fr. 9^855-00 

Total Sw.Fr. 28,927.65 28,927-65 



Armex .… 

The claim under (a) included an amount of: Sw.Fr. 5^714.70 

for increases in workers t travellj.ng expenses . These costs not having, be en 

specifically mentioned in the Specification，the Committee^ following the advice of 

the "Direction des Prix” (Paris rejected this claim and approved only the claim 

in respect of increased labour costs^, i
0
e。3 Sw.Fr, 9，138.00 

this claim being justified under the terms of the contract• This amount was entered 

against the credit of $24
;?
?30 voted by the Fifth World Health Assembly, 

The Committee was obliged to reject the claims under (b) and (d) as not being 

in accordance with the contract-

With regard to the claim under (c), the Committee recognized that the f i m had 

included this work at the request of the architect，even though, in accordance with 

French practice，such work is only carried out if provision is made for it in the 

contiract. •： The Committee therefore- authorized payment of the sum of "Siiv,Fr. 2,000 • 

In accordance with the decision of the Fifth World Health Assembly, this amount was 

covered by an equivalent transfer from the Working Capital Fund to the Supplemental 

Building Bund。 

Vlihen informed of the decision) the - firm maintained its claim' concerning both 

the workers
1

 travelling expenses and the extra charge for difficulties of execution. 

The Committee, while adhering to its previous decision concerning.the workers
1 

travelling expenses^ agreed to the proposal of the architect to offer a sum of S w . F r . 0 0 0 

as being an equitable settlement in view of the. difficulties which were, in fact, 

encountered in the execution of the work in the shafts, and on the understanding that 

this supplementary amount would constitute a final settlement. 

The f i m
?

 s acceptance has not yet been received • 



Ordering of additional cupboards not included 
in the contract 

Increase in amount of wooden skirting board etc. 
required over and above the contract figure 

Additional work necessary for proper finishing, 
not provided for in the contract 

Increased labour costs (on the site) 

Increased labour costs (in the workshop) 

Total 

The Committee accepted all the claims with the exception of 

4 . Carpentry work (cupboards
5
 etc *) 

The supplementary claims presented by the firm carrying out 

as follows : 

this work were 

Sw.Fr. 15,633-50 

” ” 11,504.70 

““ 5,784.45 

“
t f

 503-85 

” ” 542.50 

Sw.Fr. 33,969.00 

that under (e)， 

Annex 

3 . Rubber flooring 

The firm entrusted with the work of laying the rubber flooring presented 

supplementary claims as follows: 

(a) Increased labour costs Sw.Fr. 8,790.45 

(b) Increases in cost of materials ” “ 1,686*05 

(c) Increase in the surface to be covered ” “ 5,893.60 

Total Sw-Fr. 16,370,10 

The Committee accepted the claim under (a) as being due in virtue of the 

contract, and authorized payment of the amount under (c) for additional work. 

The Committee however rejected the claim under (b), as not being justifiable 

under the contract. 

The amount under (a) was entered against the credit of $24,780 voted by the 

Fifth World Health Assembly, "while the amount under (c ) was covered by transfer of 

this sum from the Working Capital Fund to the Supplemental Building Fund• 

(a 

ч
»
|
/
 Ч
М
У
 

(b 

(c 

(d 

(e 

which it did not consider to be justifiable under the contract. It noted that the 
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amount under (d) will be taken from the supplementary credit of $24,780 voted by 

the Fifth World Health Assembly, the balance, i.e.: Sw.Fr. 32，922.65 

being covered by transfer of this amount from the Working Capital Fund to the 

Supplemental Building Fund. ^ 

5. Ironwork 

One of the firms responsible for this work presented a claim for additional 

work to the amount of • Sw.Fr. 5,384.40 

In view of the fact that the work in question was found to be necessary during the 

execution of the work entrusted to this firm, the Committee accepted the claim, the 

amount involved being covered by transfer of an equivalent sum from, the Working 

Capital Fund to the Supplemental Building Fund. 

6 . Earthworks 

The firm undertaking this work put in a claim for additional work to the 

amount of Sw.Fr. 60,349.00 

made up as follows: 

(a) Increased labour costs Sw.Fr. 478.20 

(b) Additional work charged to the pro rata account “ ” 8，195«〇〇 

(c) Amount due after verification of quantities ” ” 51^675-80 

The Committee accepted the claim under (a) as being due in accordance with 

the Specification. It also approved the claim under (c in view of the explanations 

given by the architect to the effect that the contract, concluded with this firm 

mentioned approximate quantities only, the actual quantities to be assessed by-

agreement on completion of the work. 

The Committee noted that the amount under (a) will be taken from the supplementary 

or edit of $24,780 approved by the Fifth World Health Assembly; that the amount 

mentioned under (b) will be deducted from the pro rata account to -vdaich all the firms 

must contributes that the amount under (c) will be covered by transfer of this sum 

from the Working Capital Fund to the Supplemental Building Fund. 
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7 » M^'ba^fit^igs 

The firm carrying out this work presented supplementary claims as follows ; 

(a) Increased labour costs on the site Sw.Fr. 847.35 

(b) Increased transport costs tf и 559.80 

(c) Increased labour costs in the workshop tf !f 12,820.75 

� Increase in cost of material tf tf 14,608.93 

(e) Additional items of work t! ！! 13,965.94 

Total Sw.Fr. 42,802.77 

The Committee accepted the claims under (a)， (c) and (e) but rejected those 

under (b) and (d) as not being justifiable under the contract* The claim under (e) 

was accepted with the reservation that the architect check work sheets to be furnished .. 

b y tho firm. 

工nfomed of this decision, the undertaking renewed its claim, invoking in its 

support^ on the one hand, the increase in the cost of materials which took place 

between the date of the placing of its order (October 1950) and the delivery of the 

material (May 1951) 一 an increase authorized in France by governmental decree 一 and， 

on the other hand，the fact that the United Nations had allowed an extra charge in 

respect of work carried out by this firm during the conversion of the Palais de Chaillot. 

The Committee was given legal advice to the effect that the claim of the firm, 

could not be considered as well-founded，and it was rejected, payment in respect of 

the increase in the cost of materials not being due under the terms of the contract. 

Nevertheless, taking into account^ on the one hand, certain reductions made by the 

architect in the final account of the firm - but not accepted by the latter - and, 

on the other，the fact that the firm fitted rubber bands round all the windows on the 

north façade of building K
!

, whereas they were only obliged to put these on about a 

dozen windows^ the Committee authorized the architect to negotiate a final settlement 

of the account on the basis of payment of an additional Sw.Fr. 500. 

The result of these negotiations is not yet known• 



The amounts under (a) and (c) have been entered against the credit 

voted by the Fifth World Health Assembly. 

The amount under (e) has been covered by transfer of an equivalent 

the Working Capital Fund to the Supplemental Building Fund. 

Annex 

of $24,7S0 
.• •• • • •• ‘ • 

sum from 

8• Electrical work 

The claim for additional work presented by the firm concerned amounted to 

Sw.Fr. 2^330*25. The Committee authorized payment of this amount, the sum to be 

covered by an equivalent transfer from the Working Capital Fund to the Supplemental 

Building Fund. 

9• Wooden doors 

The claim for additional work presented by the firm concerned amounted to 

Fr.fr. 296ДCO .00, which is equivalent to Sw.Fr, 3^662.75 (at the rate, of 1,237 Swiss 

francs to. 100 French francs). 

The Commit tee accepted the claim and authorized payment • The amount has been 

covered by transfer of an equivalent sum from the Working Capital î\ind to the 

Supplemental Building Fund. 

10• Heating installation 

The film which carried out this work presented a final account 

amount due in virtue of the contract • . . • •. • (a) 

(b) 

Sw 

и 

It 

II 

as follows: 

Sw.Fr.193,728.70 

.Fr. 27,674.00 

" 9,450.00 

supplementary claims г 

(i) increased labour costs 

(li) extra charge in respect of boiler 

(iii) extra charge for installation 
of boiler 

(iv) small supplementary items of work 

Total Sw.Fr. 40,030.60 

1,300.00 
1,606.60 

40,030.60 

Sw.Fr.233,759.30 
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The Committee approved the claim under (b) (i) as being in accordance with 

the contract. It also approved the claims under (b) (iii) and (iv). On the other 

hand, it rejected the claim under (b) (ii) as not being justifiable under the 

contract. Furthermore, according to a letter frora the firm to the architect, dated 

6 February 1951, the increase was only 5 per cent, i.e. Sw.Fr. 2,362.50. 

The Committee was also informed that there is a dispute between the United 

Nations and the firm concerning the laying of electric cables necessary for the 

operation of equipment installed by the firm. On the basis of the specification, 

the United Nations considered that the firm was responsible for this work. The 

latter being of the contrary ooinion, and no agreement having been reached, the 

United Nations commissioned another firm to do the work, reserving the right to 

deduct the amount involved (Sw.Fr, 2,867,30) from the final amount due to the 

heating firm. 

The Building Committee, taking into account all the circumstances, and anxious 

to arrive at an amicable settlement of the various claims presented by the firm, 

agreed to the proposal of the architect not to claim the sum in question from the 

firm, and to offer Sw.Fr. 223,000 in final settlement - after 5% deduction for the 

pro rata account. 

The firm has not so far signified its acceptance of this final settlement. 

1 1 . Laying of linoleum 

The firm vjhich carried out this work presented an account as follows: 

amount due in accordance vàth the contract 

supplementary claims; 

(a) extra charge for increase in surface to be covered 

(b) increase in labour costs (in accordance with the 

Specification) 

(c) additional workers» travelling expenses 

(d) increase in the cost of materials 

Total 

Sw.Fr. 50Д66.60 

i t i t 2,481.02 

” " 2,289.05 

» « 584.00 

» » 3,176.40 

Sw.Fr. 58,697.07 
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The Committee accepted the claims under (a), (b) and (c) but rejected that 

under (d) as not being justifiable under the contract, seeing that the firm concluded 

an agreement to carry out the work at a fixed price. 

After 5%o deduction for the pro rata account and deductions in respect of the 

invoices paid by the United Nations for the firm, the sum of Sw.Fr. 54,081.75 has 

been offered in settlement. 

No acceptance of this has yet been received. 


